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ABSTRACT: Mysterious networks such as Tor allow users to access Internet services privately by using a series of 

routers to hide the client’s IP address from the server. The success of such networks, however, has been limited by 

users employing this anonymity for abusive purposes such as defacing popular Web sites. Our system is thus 

agnostic to different servers’ definitions of misbehavior—servers can blacklist users for whatever reason, and the 

privacy of blacklisted users is maintained. Web site administrators routinely rely on IP-address blocking for 

disabling access to misbehaving users, but blocking IP addresses is not practical if the abuser routes through an 

anonymizing network. As a result, administrators block all known exit nodes of anonymizing networks, denying 

anonymous access to misbehaving and behaving users alike. To address this problem, we present Nymble, a system 

in which servers can ―blacklist‖ misbehaving users, thereby blocking users without compromising their anonymity. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Anonymizing networks such as Tor [5] route traffic through independent nodes in separate administrative 

domains to hide a client’s IP address. Unfortunately, some users have misused such networks—under the cover of 

anonymity, users have repeatedly defaced popular Web sites such as Wikipedia. Since Web site administrators 

cannot blacklist individual malicious users’ IP addresses, they blacklist the entire anonymizing network. Such 

measures eliminate malicious activity through anonymizing networks at the cost of denying anonymous access to 

behaving users. There are several solutions to this problem, each providing some degree of accountability. In 

pseudonymous credential systems [3], [4], [7], [10], users log into Web sites using pseudonyms, which can be added 

to a blacklist if a user misbehaves. Anonymous credential systems [1], [2] employ group signatures. Servers must 

query the group manager for every authentication, and thus, lacks scalability. Traceable signatures [8] allow the 

group manager to release a trapdoor that allows all signatures generated by a particular user to be traced.  

 

II.OUR SOLUTION 

 

We present a secure system called Nymble, which provides all the following properties: anonymous 

authentication, backward unlink ability, subjective blacklisting, fast authentication speeds, rate-limited anonymous 

connections, revocation audit ability (where users can verify whether they have been blacklisted), and also addresses 

the Sybil attack [6] to make its deployment practical. In Nymble, users acquire an ordered collection of nymbles,a 

special type of pseudonym, to connect to Websites. Without additional information, these nymbles are 

computationally hard to link,4 and hence, using the stream of nymbles simulates anonymous access to services.  
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Resource-Based Blocking  

To limit the number of identities a user can obtain (called the Sybil attack [6]), the Nymble system binds 

nymbles to resources that are sufficiently difficult to obtain in greatnumbers. For example, we have used IP 

addresses as the resource in our implementation, but our scheme generalizes to other resources such as email 

addresses, identity certificates, and trusted hardware. We do not claim to solve the Sybil attack. This problem is 

faced by any credential system [6],[9], and we suggestsome promising approaches based on resource-based blocking 

since we aim to create a real-world deployment.  

Backward unlink ability allows for what we call subjective blacklisting, where servers can blacklist users 

for whatever reason since the privacy of the blacklisted user is not at risk. Subjective blacklisting is also better suited 

to servers such as Wikipedia, where misbehaviors such as questionable edits to a Webpage, are hard to define in 

mathematical terms.[12]  

 

 The Pseudonym Manager  

The user must first contact the Pseudonym Manager (PM) and demonstrate control over a resource; for IP-

address blocking, the user must connect to the PM directly. We assume the PM has knowledge about Tor routers, for 

example, and can ensure that users are communicating with it directly. Pseudonyms are deterministically chosen 

based on the controlled resource, ensuring that the same pseudonymis always issued for the same resource. 

The Nymble Manager 

After obtaining a pseudonym from the PM, the user connects to the Nymble Manager (NM) through 

theanonymizing network, and requests nymbles for access to a particular server (such as Wikipedia). A user’s 

requests to the NM are therefore pseudonymous, and nymbles are generated using the user’s pseudonym and the 

server’s identity. These nymbles are thus specific to a particular user-server pair. [11] 

 
Fig. 2.The life cycle of a misbehaving user. 

 

Time 

Nymble tickets are bound to specific time periods. As illustrated in Fig. 2, time is divided into link ability 

windows of duration W, each of which is split into L time periods of duration T 

 

 Blacklisting a User 
If a user misbehaves, the server may link any future connection from this user within the current 

linkabilitywindow (e.g., the same day). Consider Fig. 2 as an example A user connects and misbehaves at a server 

during time period t* within link ability window w*. [13] 
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Notifying the User of Blacklist Status 

Users who make use of anonymizing networks expect their connections to be anonymous. If a server 

obtains a seed for that user, however, it can link that user’s subsequent connections. It is of utmost importance then 

that users be notified of their blacklist status before they present a nimble ticket to a server. [14] 

 

III.OUR NYMBLE CONSTRUCTION 

 

System Setup 

During setup, the NM and the PM interact as follows: 

1. The NM executes NM Init State() and initializes its state nm State to the algorithm’s output. 

2. The NM extractsmacKeyNP from nm State and sends it to the PM over a type-Auth channel. 

Mac KeyNP is a shared secret between the NM and the PM, so that the NM can verify the  

authenticity of pseudonyms issued by the PM. 

3. The PM generates nymKeyP by running Mac.Key-Gen() and initializes its state pmState to the  

pair (macKeyNP ,nymKeyP) 

 

Server Registration 

To participate in the Nymble system, a server with identitysid initiates a type-Auth channel to the NM, and 

registers with the NM according to the Server Registration protocol below. 

 

1. The NM makes sure that the server has not already registered: If (sid,; .)€nmEntries in its  

nmState, it terminates with failure; it proceeds otherwise. 

2. The NM reads the current time period and linkabilitywindow as tnow and wnow, respectively,  

and thenobtains an svrState. 

3. The NM appends svrState to its nmState, sends it tothe Server, and terminates with success. 

4. The server, on receiving svrState, records it as itsstate, and terminates with success. 

 

User Registration 

A user with identity uid must register with the PM once in each link ability window. protocol described 

below. 

1. The PM checks if the user is allowed to register. 

2. Otherwise, the PM reads the current link ability window as wnow, and runs 

pnym:=PMCreatePseudonympmState(uid,wnow) 

The PM then gives pnym to the user, and terminates with success. 

3. The user, on receiving pnym, sets her state usrStateto (pnym,£), and terminates with success.  

 

Validation Blacklist 

1. The server sends (blist,cert) to the user, where blist is its blacklist for the current time period  

andcert isthe certificate on blist.  

2. The user reads the current time period and  linkability window as t
(U)

now and W
(U)

now and  

assumes these values to be current for the rest of the protocol. 

3. For freshness and integrity, the user checks if  

VerifyBLusrState(sid; t
(U)

now and W
(U)

now ,blist,cert)=true.If not, she terminates the protocol  

with failure.[15] 
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Ticket Examination 

1. The user sets ticketDisclosedin usrEntries[sid]usrState to true. server, where ticket is ticket[t
(U)

now]in creed in 

usrEntries[sid]usr State. 

2. On receiving <ticket>, the server reads the current time period and link ability window as, 

t
(S)

now and W
(S)

now respectively. The server then checks that: 

2.1.ticketis fresh 

2.2. ticketis valid 

2.3.ticket is not linked , Server LinkTicketsvrState(ticket)=False.  

3. If any of the checks above fails, the server sends<goodbye> to the user and terminates with failure. Otherwise, it 

adds ticket to s list in its state, sends<okay>to the user, and terminates with success. 

 

IV.CONCLUSIONS 

 

We have proposed and built a comprehensive credential system called Nymble, which can be used to add a 

layer of accountability to any publicly known anonym zing network.. We hope that our work will increase the 

mainstream acceptance of anonym zing networks such as Tor, which has, thus far, been completely blocked by 

several services because of users who abuse their anonymity. Servers can blacklist misbehaving users while 

maintaining their privacy, and we show how these properties can be attained in a way that is practical, efficient, and 

sensitive to the needs of both users and services. 
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